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OUTLINE
Since six years now a team of the University of Milan has developed a social cost-benefit
analysis of large scale investments in science: see Bastianin and Florio (2018, 2019) on
HL-LHC and on possible CBA of FCC
• The CBA model in a nutshell
• LESSON 1: New findings on technological spillovers through procurement

• LESSON 2: A new approach to measure the value of free and open source software
• LESSON 3: Validation of previous results on human capital

• LESSON 4: New evidence on cultural effects through social media
• LESSON 5: First contingent valuation experiment with French citizens

• Lessons learned and new research avenues
Bastianin, A., & Florio, M. (2019). Initial guidelines for a social cost-benefit analysis of the FCC programme. https://cds.cern.ch/record/2666742
Bastianin, A., & Florio, M. (2018). Social Cost-Benefit Analysis of HL-LHC. https://cds.cern.ch/record/2319300/files/CERN-ACC-2018-0014.pdf
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A CBA MODEL FOR RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES
The expected economic net present value of the Ris infrastructure (𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑅𝐼 ) over the time horizon (T) is defined as the
difference between expected benefits and costs valued at shadow prices and discounted at the social discount rate (r)
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Florio, M., and Sirtori, E. (2016). Social benefits and costs of large scale research infrastructures. Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 112, 65-78.
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LESSON 1: LEARNING THROUGH PROCUREMENT (1)
The procurement activity of CERN*
4,204 suppliers from 47 countries
33,414 orders
4.3 Billion CHF of expenditure
Volume of the orders by year %

* Sample of orders > 10,000 CHF
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LESSON 1: LEARNING THROUGH PROCUREMENT (2)
Surveys and
Bayesian Networks

Balance sheet data
(before-after
comparison)

Case
studies

Benefits to first-tier suppliers and along the value chain:
• Innovation benefits (new products, services)
• Learning benefits (use new technologies, quality
processes)
• Market benefits (reputation, new customers, increasing
sales)

Positive impact on high
tech suppliers’
profitability, differently
gauged

Patent
Databases

Increase in R&D and
patenting activities

Sirtori, E. C., Florio, M., Catalano, G., Caputo, A. C., Pancotti, C. C., and
Giffoni, F. (2019). Impact of CERN procurement actions on industry: 28
illustrative success stories. CSIL – Centre for Industrial Studies (Milan), CERN
(Geneva). http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2670056/files/CERNBOOKLET_DIGITAL-VPC.pdf
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LESSON 1: LEARNING THROUGH PROCUREMENT (3)
For the first time we show the impact of procurement on suppliers’
performance by a structural model (system of simultaneous equations)

Findings: The coefficients obtained from the estimation of the system
highlight the direct effect of procurement on R&D investments as well
as its mediated impact on company innovation output, productivity and
revenues. For non high-tech there is no significant effect

∆R& 𝐷𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑁𝑗𝑡 + ∆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒′𝑗𝑡 𝛾1 + 𝜃1 ∆𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜔1 ∆𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑐𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠 + 𝜂𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐 + 𝑢𝑗𝑡
∆𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽2 𝑅& 𝐷𝑖𝑡 + ∆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒′𝑗𝑡 𝛾2 + 𝜃2 ∆𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠 + 𝜂𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐 + 𝑒𝑗𝑡
∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽3 ∆𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑗𝑡 + ∆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒′𝑗𝑡 𝛾3 + 𝜃3 ∆𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜔3 ∆𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑐𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠 + 𝜂𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐 + 𝜀𝑗𝑡
∆𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽4 ∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗𝑡 + ∆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒′𝑗𝑡 𝛾4 + 𝜃4 ∆𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡 + 𝜔4 ∆𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑐𝑡 + 𝜎𝑠 + 𝜂𝑡 + 𝜌𝑐 + 𝜖𝑗𝑡

Castelnovo, P., Florio, M., Forte, S., Rossi, L., and Sirtori, E. (2018). The economic impact of technological procurement for large-scale research
infrastructures: Evidence from the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. Research Policy, 47(9), 1853-1867.
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LESSON 1: LEARNING THROUGH PROCUREMENT (4)
Bayesian network analysis confirms that learning arises from
relational governance
•

Findings:
Innovation benefits
Learning benefits
Market benefits

•

Key mechanisms:
The way how CERN interacts with

its suppliers
The type and volume of orders
Florio, M., Giffoni, F., Giunta, A., and Sirtori, E. (2018). Big science, learning, and innovation: evidence from CERN procurement. Industrial and Corporate
Change, 27(5), 915-936.
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LESSON 1: LEARNING THROUGH PROCUREMENT (5)
Impact on suppliers’ patenting activity, with a long gestation lag

• CERN effect on
innovation, but it takes
time to build
• The gestation lag is up to
year 5-8 from the first
procurement event

Bastianin, A., Castelnovo, P., Florio, M., and Giunta, A. (2019). Technological Learning and Innovation Gestation Lags at the Frontier of Science: From
CERN Procurement to Patents. University of Milan Bicocca Department of Economics, Management and Statistics Working Paper, (405).
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LESSON 2: THE VALUE OF FREE AND OS SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•
•

A pilot case study on ROOT
Community of 25-35,000 users (guess)
~200 users interviewed (62% CERN MS, 20% USA, 18% Other Countries) → Employees 32%, PhD 26%, students 42%
Time saved thanks to ROOT compared with alternatives
Value of time based on average salaries of users

Findings:
• Present value of ROOT: 1.7 - 2.1 bn EUR (1994-2025)
• Value higher than the value estimated by Florio Forte Sirtori, 2016 (714 million EUR) based on price of alternative software
• New estimates is also higher than COCOMO (production cost) = $30.1 million per year.

Statistical analysis
Parallel processing
Function fitting

Plot creation
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Less than 5 hours

10%

5-10 hours

20%

10-20 hours

30%

20-30 hours

40%

50%

More than 30 hours

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Not applicable, I never used this function

Catalano G., Carrazza S., Castelnovo P. and Florio M., forthcoming, Assessing the value of CERN’s free and open source software: the case of ROOT
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LESSON 3: CERN AS HUMAN CAPITAL INCUBATOR
• Survey to 332 team leaders (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and others), who know both their
students at CERN and not going to CERN
• 85% team leaders agree with their students and post doc about the range of salary premium
Question: “In a recent
survey, current and former
students at LHC and
experiments (some of them
now employed outside HEP)
put a price tag on their
learning experience: a
‘salary premium' ranging
from 5% to 12% compared
with what they would have
expected for their career
without such an experience
at CERN”

Catalano, G., Portaluri, T., Morretta, V., and Florio, M. (2018). The Value of Human Capital Formation at CERN. http://cds.cern.ch/record/2635864/files/CERNACC-2018-0025.pdf
Camporesi, T., Catalano, G., Florio, M., and Giffoni, F. (2017). Experiential learning in high energy physics: a survey of students at the LHC. European Journal
of Physics, 38(2), 025703
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LESSON 4: THE VALUE OF FUN
The economics of ‘wow’ : outreach creates value
• The NASA Kennedy Space
Center (KSC):
• More than 1.5 million visitors
per year
• February 2018: NASA
Facebook had 20,911,149
“likes” and 20,937,006
followers

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Public cultural value of
CERN (1993-2038):
5,1 mln CERN visitors
775 mln visitors to the sites
1,6 mln visitors to CERN’s
exhibitions
29,3 mln of social media Users

•
•

•
Source: LHC releated publications. http://fcccdr.web.cern.ch/webkit/press_material/Brochure_A5_SocioEcono
mic_EN.pdf

•

Zooniverse: online
platform displays
several projects.
Possibility to millions
of amateur scientists
to analyze data in
different domains

Science Gateway project
(2020 – 2022):
New scientific education and
outreach, public of all ages
Mission: share knowledge
and technology with society,
inspire younger generations
with the beauty of science
Science Gateway building
will offer a variety of spaces
and activities
Exhibitions

THE HUNT FOR
GALAXY
CLUSTERS TALK:
EXPLORE THE
DEPTHS OF THE
UNIVERSE WITH
GALAXY
CLUSTERS

DESIGNED BY RENZO PIANO, FUNDED
THROUGH EXTERNAL DONATIONS
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LESSON 4: THE VALUE OF FUN
Study of the impacts of cultural and outreach activities carried out at CERN
The annual WTP of YouTube CERN-related visitors was calculated
as follows:
[Number of views (reduced) * duration of video (in minutes)
*social value of time (EUR 0.13 per minutes)]
Cultural channel
YouTube
Social Media
Permanent Exhibitions
Web Sites
Travelling Exhibitions
Total Benefit

The annual WTP of CERN webpages ‘visitors’ was then calculated
as follows:
[Number of visits * average time spent for the visit (in minutes)*
social value of time (EUR 0.13 per minutes)]

Discounted Benefit, CHF Mln
1,908
2.7
3.9
427
48
2,390

ALICE
ATLAS
CERN
CMS

TOTAL BENEFIT CHF (DISCOUNTED) Thousand
173
3,828
422,046
898

LHCb

97

TOTAL BENEFIT

427,043

Social Media benefits (Discounted, CHF)

YouTube benefits (Discounted, CHF)
2,501,500,000

305,000

2,001,500,000

255,000

1,501,500,000

205,000
155,000

1,001,500,000

105,000

501,500,000

55,000
2025

2024
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Del Rosario Crespo Garrido, I., and Catalano, G. (2018). Cultural Effects at CERN. http://cds.cern.ch/record/2649022/files/CERN-ACC-2018-0048.pdf
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LESSON 5: PUBLIC GOOD VALUE, TAX-PAYERS (2)
Contingent Valuation (CV) – Experiment with French taxpayers
Ethics
•
•
•
•
•

Make respondents aware about CERN

Respect of the privacy (Code
ICC/ESOMAR)
Anonymity (France Law – n 78-17 Jan
1978)
Treatment of data
✓ scientific purposes
✓ destruction after 5 years
Voluntary participation
No conflict of interests

Informed consent to be signed before
starting the survey approved by the Ethic
Committee of the University of Milan

Two- page description of what CERN is and what it
does

•
•
•
•
•
•

Expository clarity
Understandable for the public
Informative and realistic
Shortness
Data controls
Two modalities of data collection
based on web users in France*
✓ CAWI – 88% (877)
✓ CAPI – 12% (123)

2 minute video showing what particle physics
research at CERN consists of

*Eurostat ICT Household survey 2017
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LESSON 5: PUBLIC GOOD VALUE, TAX-PAYERS (3)
Survey to France tax-payers
PREAMBLE

Particle accelerator research, including the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, has
established a theoretical representation of the Universe. However, the research highlights
phenomena that can not be explained by this theory.
CERN Member States, including France, are financing this research. Here are two possible
scenarios for the future of this research

Scenario A
CERN Member States decide to invest in a new
particle accelerator in the next decade. It will
make discoveries on phenomena that cannot be
explained today. This new accelerator will be
operated for at least twenty-five years

WTP QUESTION

Scenario B
CERN Member States decide not to invest in a new
particle accelerator. The research activity with the
existing accelerator, the LHC, will gradually
decrease over the next twenty years. The possibility
of finding answers on unexplained phenomena will
remain limited

REFERENDUM-LIKE QUESTION (NOAA Guidelines)

Would you agree to pay the amount of EUR X per year as a taxpayer
for the construction of a new particle accelerator at CERN as
described in scenario A?
15
Text extracted from the questionnaire (English translation)

LESSON 5: PUBLIC GOOD VALUE, TAX-PAYERS (4)
How we quantified the WTP – Bidding Scheme
• 5 versions (A,B,C,D,E) of the questionnaire, one for

each bid, randomly distributed
• 5 sub-samples, 201 respondents per sub-sample each

representative of the French population of voters
• WTP questions with follow-up

• Question on maximum WTP
E.g. (C) Would you agree to pay the amount
of EUR 10 per year as a taxpayer for the
construction of a new particle accelerator at
CERN as described in scenario A?
Florio, M., and Giffoni, F. (2018). Scientific Research at CERN as a Public Good: A Survey to French Citizens.
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2635861/files/CERN-ACC-2018-0024.pdf
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LESSON 5: PUBLIC GOOD VALUE, TAX-PAYERS (5)
The bounded conditional average WTP
Findings:
Unconditonal
average maximum
WTP: 13.5 €

Bounded
conditional
average WTP: 4€

>

Contribution that french citizens actually paid
to CERN in the form of taxation in 2017: 2.7 €

The Double-Bounded Dichotomous Choice Model:
Mean WTP = f (income, male, age, education, occupational status, family size, region of residence, awareness of CERN, scientific interest, cultural values)
𝑁

ln 𝐿(𝜃) =  𝐼𝑖𝑌𝑌 ln 1 − 𝐺 𝑡𝑖𝑢 ; 𝜃

+ 𝐼𝑖𝑌𝑁 ln 𝐺 𝑡𝑖𝑢 ; 𝜃 − 𝐺 𝑡𝑖0 ; 𝜃

+ 𝐼𝑖𝑁𝑌 ln 𝐺 𝑡𝑖0 ; 𝜃 − 𝐺 𝑡𝑖𝑙 ; 𝜃

+ 𝐼𝑖𝑁𝑁 ln 𝐺 𝑡𝑖𝑙 ; 𝜃

𝑖=1

𝐼𝑖𝑌𝑌 = 𝚰 (𝑖th respondent’ path is “yes-yes”)

𝐼𝑖𝑌𝑁 = 𝚰 (𝑖th respondent’ path is “yes-no”)
𝐼𝑖𝑁𝑌 = 𝚰 (𝑖th respondent’ path is “no-yes”)
𝐼𝑖𝑁𝑁 = 𝚰 (𝑖th respondent’ path is “no-no”)

𝑡𝑖0 is the initial bid

𝚰 . takes on the value
of one if its argument is
true and zero otherwise.

𝑡𝑖𝑢 is the upper bid

and

𝑡𝑖𝑙 is the lower bid
𝐺 𝑡𝑖 ; 𝜃 ≡ Φ 𝑡𝑖 ; 𝜃
𝜃 = (𝛽, 𝜎)

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑊𝑇𝑃 = 𝑥 ′ 𝛽

𝑥 denotes some values of the covariates (e.g. the average value, the value for each individual or groups of
individuals), and 𝛽መ is the corresponding vector of coefficients to be estimated.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Strong evidence that social CBA is feasible for fundamental science even when the
future utility of its discoveries is unknown

1. Technological learning through procurement: strongly confirmed
2. Value of free/OS software: pilot case study based on users’ time saved

3. Human capital: Results on salary premium confirmed
4. Cultural effects: new exploratory results from social media
5. Public good value: successful contingent valuation experiment
18

FURTHER RESEARCH

• Downstream economic effects of innovation (e.g. vacuum, cryogenics, magnets)
• Software and IT: more data needed on users and benefits

• Human capital: control groups, long term effects
• Cultural effects: analytics needed on CERN impact on the web
• Public good value: replication in Switzerland ongoing. Possibly in other CERN MS
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Thank you!
massimo.florio@unimi.it
www.massimoflorio.com
Stay tuned, new book coming soon:
Florio, M. Investing in Science.
Social Cost-Benefit Analysis of Research Infrastructures,
The MIT Press, October 2019
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/investing-science
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